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FELLOWSHIPS
Since 1949, more Ihan 5,000 men and women have
earned advanced degrees in engineering and science
with the help of Hughes fellowships The Hughes com-
mitment to furthering your education and your career
Ivlore than 100 new fellowships will be available in
the coming year for graduate study in
Engineering (Electrical, Mechanical, Computer
Systems, Aeronautical, Manufacturing)
Computer Science
Applied Math
Physics
As a Hughes Fellow, you could be studying for your
Master's. Engineer, or PhD degree while receiving.
Tuition, books, and fees
Educational stipend
Full employee benefits
Relocation expenses
Professional-level salary
Summer employment
Technical experience
Total Value: $25,000 to $50,000 a year.
You'll also have the opportunity to gain valuable
on-the-|Ob experience at Hughes facilities in Southern
California and Arizona while you're completing your degree
Hughes Fellows work full-time during the summer
During the academic year. Work Study Fellows work
part-time while studying at a nearby university. Full
Study Fellows attend classes full-time
Since Hughes is involved with more than 92
technologies, a wide range of technical assignments is
available An Engineering Rotation Program is also
available for those interested in diversifying their work
experience
Hughes Aircraft Company
Corporate Fellowship Office
Dept I^EC. BIdg C2/B168
P O Box 1042. El Segundo. CA 90245
Minimum G P A —3 0/4
Proof of US Citizenship Required
Equal Opportunity Employer
PIONEER THE FUTURE
Hughes Aircraft Company. Corporate Fellowship Office. Dept. MEC
BIdg. C2/B168. P.O. Box 1042, El Segundo, CA 90245.
Please consider me a candidate for a Hughes Fellowship and send me the
necessary information and application materials
HUGHES
PLEASE PRINT Name
City
I am interested in obtaining a Master's.
in the field of
Engineer degree.
Zip
Doctorate
_Rotation Program Interest.
DEGREES NOW HELD (OR EXPECTED)
Bachelor's Date Field_
Master's: Date Field_
.
School.
School.
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New developments in technology are making weather predictions
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getting rained upon, these predictions can help save lives and
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Integrating Technology and the Third World Stephen Tongue
Advances in technology for some are setbacks for others. This
account of the problems experienced in transfering technology to
a Third Worid country illustrates the need for adaptability in
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Editorial Tech Teasers
SUAEA Members Sought
There's been a lot of talk lately ab-
out engineers being unable to communi-
cate well with the rest of the world. Peo-
ple are worried not only that our grammar
may be less than perfect, but they also
question our ability to verbalize our ideas.
They fear that ideas that could cure can-
cer, provide efficient pollution-free ener-
gy, or feed all of Africa will be lost be-
cause the creator was unable to elaborate
on his/her ideas.
This is a valid concern. Jokes like
"when I came here I couldn't spell en-
gineer, now I are one" are often too close
to reality to be truly funny. It's obvious
that a person has not received a well-
rounded, complete education if s/he is
allowed to graduate from a major uni-
versity unable to express ideas in the na-
tive tongue.
Unfortunately, the means used to
attempt to rectify this situation are not
working. Requiring freshman to take Rhe-
toric 105 and insisting that all lab reports
be composed using correct grammar don't
even begin to address the heart of the
problem, which is, of course, the en-
gineer's love of acronyms.
Consider the following: "What a
day! I was over at MEB working on an
EOH project for ACM, when all of the
sudden I realized I had to go to DCL to
tum in an MP for CS. Then, on my way
back, I realized I had missed my DSAC
meeting in EH, and there was homework
due in EE that I hadn't done, and I'd
have to copy it from this IEEE friend of
mine st)metime before the next HE! I
mean, the whole scene was OOC!"
Sec what I mean? Whereas non-
technical types tend to refer to their build-
ings (El.B not withstanding) as Daven-
port, Harker, and Altgeld, north-of-
greeners don't even bother to name them
after anything other than the subject
taught within it, and then they can't seem
to describe the location using any more
than three letters. We rarely have assign-
ments or papers due; we have MP's and
HW's. It's especially appropriate that the
event that showcases the College, En-
gineering Open House, should also be re-
duced to a 3 letter nomer.
I really can't account for this phe-
nomenon either. Perhaps the majority of
engineers have completely right-
hemisphere brain orientation, which
makes it impossible for them to remember
a string of letters that is not somehow
associated with a mathematical formula.
Maybe we've had too many math courses
which have made us too eager to try to
put everything in canonical form or else
reduced to the lowest possible denomina-
tor, which in this case translates to the
shortest possible number of initials.
The affliction seems to hit all en-
gineers, not just the more studious types.
Those who gather on Friday afternoons
with beer consumption as the primary
goal are known to refer to such an occa-
sion as "H-\" rather than "happy hour,"
as a normal CBA or LAS type might.
Perhaps we could learn to overcome
this at least while speaking to those who
are not of this mindset in order that ideas
may be more easily interchanged. This
could take a big effort to overcome the
urge to "initialize." Maybe we could
form a self-help group and call it
SUAEA-that is to say Students United
Against Engineering Acronyms . . . then
again, maybe it's a hopeless cause.
Illinois Technograph invites letters In response to
Its articles and editorials, or any other Items of in-
terest to its readerstiip. Articles, photographs, and
other contributions will also be considered. Let-
ters must be signed, but names will be witheld
upon request.
1. Here are some more equations
similar to the ones in the last issue. A and
B are digits making up the numbers.
Solve these equations for A and B.
a. A-(-B = AA-BB
b. 2A + 3B = BB
2. Construct a line through M that
divides triangle ABC into a quadrilateral
and a triangle of equal area.
3. What is the largest number that
you can get by multiplying positive inte-
gers whose sum is 100?
4. Poles A and B are situated in the
rectangular field below. Both poles have a
ring attached to them. Farmer Brown has
two bulls that will fight if they can reach
each other. How can he fasten the bulls to
the poles so that they can graze the whole
field but will not fight each other?
\7m
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An Icky Solution
The principal just passed his October
copy on to me!
For shame, the Tech Teaser 4 on
page 2 is a ferric wheel.
As I tell my students, "ic" makes
the higher sound and stands for the iron
ion with the higher oxidation state.
Redo your sketch with six Fe*' ions
in the strategic positions and you will
have the right problem.
Natalie Fonte Tiernan
Warren Township High School
Gurnee, Illinois
CompE Avengence
I really enjoyed Mary McDowell's
editorial concerning the "Revenge of the
Nerds." However, I am concerned about
her last paragraph.
I find two things wrong with her
proof.
One, the reason that engineers should
not be stereotyped is because we also
know how to have fun. We "party," lis-
ten to music, see movies, and do other
fun things. Her issue of not stereotyping
engineers because we provide fun for
others is irrelevant.
Two, I find it a little egotistical for
engineers to assume that no one could
have fun without us. Sure, we have made
all of the progresses in the sciences, but
what about enjoying a nice walk though
the woods? Is that not fun? I don't see
how engineers are responsible for that.
One unrelated comment: I heard
another anti-engineering comment the
other day. "You can't spell geek without
EE." Oh well...
Rohit Gupta
' Computer Engineering. '88
What's the Beef?
The Deans' Student Advisory Com-
mittee (DSAC) conducted Gripe Booths
October 15 and 16. The net result was ab-
out eighty forms which were returned
with one to ten gripes each. This result
far surpassed that of previous years.
Our committee is very pleased.
There is a lot of material to work with in
these complaints. Topics ranged from the
purely physical, "Where did the copy
machines go?" to almost p)hilosophicaJ
complaints about student-faculty relations.
Most complaints lay in the course
requirement/advising area.
At the same time, however, our
committee was somewhat disappointed at
the difficulty of getting students to com-
plain. Every student on engineering cam-
pus has some problem or concem. They
complain about it to their friends and
classmates, so why won't they take the
opportunity to complain to a fellow stu-
dent who really does want to hear it?
Probably the largest factor in the wil-
lingness to complain is whether the person
feels something will result from it. If a
student feels his opinion matters, he will
be more likely to offer it. One of the most
common responses given by students
when asked to complain is "What will it
accomplish?" and then not waiting around
for the answer.
Recently DSAC met with the deans
to discuss the gripes received. The answer
to the questions became perfectly clear.
Complaining accomplishes a great deal. A
good engineer knows that it is identifying
the problem that is often the largest diffi-
culty is finding a solution. The adminis-
tration realizes that the students have
problems, yet it is the fact that they are
administrators that keeps them from iden-
tifying the problems themselves.
The administration created DSAC
because of this difficulty. We were cre-
ated by the deans, but to maintain the im-
partiality of a student organization, we are
a committee of Engineering Council. Our
organization's purpose it to act as a liason
between the administration and the stu-
dents. We are free to discuss or take ac-
tion on any issue.
There is only one limitation to our
organization. We need a representative
voice. Our committee and the deans are
willing to tackle any problems as long as
we know it is significant. The only way
we can be assured of this is through stu-
dent feedback. Eighty gripes may have set
the record this year, but when you consid-
er a student body of over 5,000. . .
DSAC will continue to conduct
Gripe Booths and at times will circulate
surveys or in other ways ask for a re-
sponse. Take the time to respond. Stu-
dents who sit back and complain among
themselves achieve nothing. The problem
will still exist, and no one will know ab-
out it.
DSAC exists because students find it
hard to complain to the faculty. They fear
recrimination either in the form of bad
sUident-professor relations or an influence
on their grades. At the same time they are
too intimidated to talk to the department
head or dean. I encourage you to break
through that invisible barrier. Go talk ab-
out a problem with a dean. Set up an
appointment with your department head.
You'll find they are much easier to talk to
than you had expected. Remember that
what goes on in their college or depart-
ment reflects back on them, whether it be
a poor professor or a useless lab, so they
will do what they can to remedy the situa-
tion. However, if you can't take this step,
remember that there are organizations
such as DSAC to take your issue up for
you. Participate in the next Gripe Booth
or survey. You'll be doing something for
yourself.
Annette Drilling
President, Deans' Student
Advison' Committee
Gravity and the
Professor
I sat outside the professor's office
with the hope that a short tutorial session
would clear up the mysteries of my
mathematics class. Other professors
walked up and down the hallway. AH of
them had pensive expressions on their
faces and a few smelled of exotic brands
of pipe tobacco.
I sighed. Our appointment should
have begun over twenty minutes ago. I
guess some professors are so deep into
their abstract math that they ignore trivial
items of reality, like time. 1 hate to wait.
"I'm sitting in the hall outside this office,
people are looking at me as if I'm loiter-
ing, and the floor is very uncomfortable."
I thought to myself. I decided to try the
door; it was unlocked.
I entered the office boldly, as if 1
owned the place. And why not? People
who make me wait shall suffer the con-
sequences of said act, and in this case, in-
vasion of privacy was the penalty. Be-
sides, I needed a more comfortable place
to sit.
An ergonomic chair! Professor
Spooner really knew how to do things in
style. I could see that the chair had levers
for every type of adjustment imaginable.
"One-hundred and one ways to comfort
your butt," I said to myself. As soon as I
sat down, a deep pain penetrated my
skull. I immediately hopped to my feet,
and the pain was gone.
Seconds later, the room began to vi-
brate. I had a sneaky suspiscion that
something was wrong, so I left the office.
But everything in the hallway
seemed normal! I didn't understand.
Curiosity got the better of me, so I went
back into the office to investigate.
"Most people knock before entering
a private office," said the calm, yet com-
manding voice. Sitting in the chair was
Professor Spooner, and she was staring at
me. Where had she come from? I toyed
with the idea that she had materialized on
the spot, and to tell you the truth, the idea
isn't that ridiculous.
Professor Spooner is one of those
characters everyone likes to talk about. '
Her mathematics lectures were never bor-
ing, even though she often went off on
tangents. Spooner loved to discuss the his-
tory of mathematics, and whenever she
began a new topic, her brown eyes would
twinkle, and off she would go describing
the events that led to the discovery of the
concept. Many of her stories focused on
the exploits of ancient African civiliza-
tions, like the Nubians, the Egyptians,
and the Carthaginians. Spooner was quite
proud of her African ancestors.
She would go into such detail that
some people assumed that she had fabri-
cated the stories just to make the class
more interesting. But unlike most of the
others, I sensed that she really knew what
she was talking about. I did not suspect
that I would soon leam just how accurate
her information really was.
I let my mouth hang open as she
continued to speak. "Most people knock
before entering a private office. May I
help you?"
"Oh, excuse me, I thought this was
your receptionist's office."
She knew I was lying, and she
laughed. Hers was a contagious laugh,
and I would have joined her if not for my
embarassment. "Come in and sit down,"
she said.
Her recent materialization was still
on my mind, but I didn't know how to
approach the subject. I was worried that
she might zap me with her chair or some-
thing. So, in an attempt to cover up my
curiousity, I began to ask questions about
the coursework.
"This problem," I said as I opened
my textbook, "is giving me headaches."
I pointed to a problem on the page. The
exercise dealt with gravitational accelera-
tion; I had no idea where to begin. It was
plain to see that I was young and ignorant
Raymond Hightower
and had yet to grasp the subtleties of that
universal law.
Professor Spooner began to answer
my question, and I absorbed her words.
Somewhere along the line, she went off
on one of her famous (or infamous) tan-
gents. My mind began to wander, and
then, uncontrollably, and quite visibly, I
yawned.
She stopped in the middle of her
sentence and stared. She stared at me for
rwo full seconds, and I just knew she
would zap me with the chair. I waited for
the fatal blow that would erase me from
existence.
Professor Spooner smiled, and then
she sfxjke. "You know. I've always been
one to go off on tangents. Perhaps it
would be better if I showed you what I
mean instead."
She removed from her wrist a
bracelet, and she placed it around my
wrist. The bracelet appeared to be made
of gold, but it had no weight. It was
lighter than paper! Closing her eyes, she
held the bracelet firmly for a few seconds,
and then she let it go.
She looked at me and she spoke in a
very solemn tone. "Gravity is something
no one really understands. And to top it
off, we all have great disrespect for this
mysterious force of nature. We manipu-
late gravity in our equations, we drop
things from high places, and we juggle
objects for amusement. 1 am about to
send you through time and space to a
place where people truly understand gravi-
tational theor>'."
After that last sentence I knew that
she was hopelessly and incurably insane. I
tried to get up and leave, but she touched
the bracelet, and I. . . I don't know.
Well, in a way, I do know. My vi-
sion blurred, and I felt a deep pain within
my skull. When my vision had cleared, I
was no longer in the office.
Sitting on a sand dune, I looked
around in every direction, and all I could
see was sand. At that point 1 fuinly re-
solved to drop Professor Spooner's class.
1 climbed the highest dune in the
area so that 1 could scout around and plan
my trek homeward. In the distance, I
could see what appeared to be some sort
of cubical structure. I could also see peo-
ple moving about the structure, climbing
it, etc. It was the only sign of civilization
around, so I decided to move toward it.
Hopefully they could direct me to a tele-
phone.
When I got closer, I saw that the
structure was actually one huge block of
stone. And it was apparent that this block
did not rest on the ground; it was actually
hovering about four feet above ground. I
watched as they moved it horizontally,
apparently in an effort to center it over a
certain position. They then lowered the
massive stone to the ground, ever so
gently.
I was impressed not only with their
accomplishment, but with their method.
Their method of moving the stone was so
simple, so blatantly simple, that I began
to wonder why I had never heard of
things like this being done before now.
And then I remembered the professor's
words: "I am about to send you through
time and space to a place where people
truly undersand gravitational theory."
Those words echoed within me; they
echoed within me until I found myself
again in Professor Spooner's office.
"Where did you send me? Or should
I ask "when' did you send me?"
"Oh, I sent you to a sort of 'ground
breaking' ceremony for one of the Egyp-
tian pyramids. Did you learn anything?"
"Yes, and no. It was pretty clear
that they understood gravitational theory,
and 1 watched them in action, but I still
don't understand how they applied that
knowledge. And, before you tell me about
them, tell me how you managed to send
me to see them."
She walked over to my side of the
desk, and she removed the bracelet from
my wrist. "The tiine/space travel thing is
my secret, and that is something that is
not open to discussion right now."
"As for how the Egyptians managed
to move those massive stones, the
method, as you now know, is quite sim-
ple. Think of it this way. If we hadn't in-
vented the wheel, we might have stum-
bled upon this other, more amazing and
more efficient method of transjx)rting
heavy objects. It's all a matter of
advancement alternatives."
"What do you mean by 'advance-
ment alternatives?'"
"Here's an example. If gasoline po-
wered automobiles had never been in-
vented, certain chemical engineers may
have devoted their time to electric cells
instead of petroleum distillation. Maybe
we would have had electric cars faster and
cleaner than the gas models we have
today."
Many ideas came to mind. I only
needed to travel to ancient Egypt one
more time so I could learn their brand of
gravitational theory. The applications here
in the modem world are endless! I
thought of all the things our society could
gain from this knowledge, not to mention
the money I could make. I needed to go
back, so that I could set my plans in mo-
tion.
"I do not want you to discuss any-
thing that you've learned today. . .not yet.
There are still many things you will need
to know before you can tell others. There
is much to learn."
1 listened, and I thought.
^'^^ •^- ^^.^':. ;'';ir3?fv^'T^^
Remote Weather
Sensing
Many people rely on
the daily weather
forecast to plan their
lives, but have little
Idea about how the
predictions are made.
Today, this involves
more than simply
sticking a hand
outside to check for
rain.
To predict the weather. In this inno-
cent phrase hes one of the most ambitious
undertakings of mankind, one which most
people take for granted in this day of the
daily forecast. Yet the accurate and timely
prediction of the weather is one of the
most valuable and even vital develop-
ments of the modem technological age.
When the number of variables gov-
erning the interaction of the sun, atmos-
phere and earth are taken into account,
the formidable size of the 5 o'clock fore-
cast becomes apparent. It is through the
development of new means for obtaining
information on this system that this task
becomes manageable. The most important
of these new methods is an area which
may be broadly referred to as remote
sensing technology. This encompasses a
broad range of principles and techniques
whose common aspect is the gathering of
data over a wide area from a point re-
moved from it.
This is important because of the need
to acquire a large amount of data simul-
taneously on a variety of variables. In
order to understand the complex behavior
of a system like the Earth's weather, a
number of parameters must be measured.
These variables include temperature,
pressure, wind speed and direction, water
vapor concentration, and percentage and
location of cloud cover. The accuracy of
these data directly influences the accuracy
of the models which are used to derive fu-
ture conditions. To allow the extension of
forecasting to a longer time span, and to
At left are Morrill and Burrill Halls as viewed look-
ing west from ISR during a thunderstorm (photo
by Mike Brooks).
Showing the contrast
between traditional
and modern methods
of learning about the
weather are (top) the
weathervane on top of
the mini Union which
is functional as well as
decorative and (below)
a radar weather map
displayed on cable
television (photos by
Mike Brooks and Peter
Lei).
permit the detailed examination of violent
small scale events, new observational
methods have been developed. There are
a number of operational and developmen-
tal systems for remote sensing which can
be classified by wavelength.
The most familiar to most people are
the millimeter waves used by conventional
weather radar. Scientists at the National
Center of Atmoshperic Research (NCAR)
in Boulder, Colorado have gone beyond
detecting simple precipitation to being
able to detect hail. The general concept is
similar to that of conventional weather
radar. A transmitter emits a polarized,
rather than unpolarized, radar beam and
obtains a backscattered signal which cor-
responds to the amount of precipitation in
an area. The difference in the system
Fred Brunner
tested at NCAR lies in transmitting an in-
itially polarized beam and measuring the
ratio of polarized to depolarized reUim.
A computer is used to analyze this
data, determining areas of hail production
by a characteristic change in this ratio.
Rain droplets are reasonably symmetrical
and scatter the radar pulse uniformly, un-
like the irregular hail particles. This iden-
tification allows three-dimensional plots of
hail production which may someday be
used to help prevent damage to aircraft,
livestock, and crops.
Another form of radar which is
familiar to many motorists on 1-57 is dop-
pler radar. Until recently, this technology
has not been applied to weather analysis.
continued on page 13

Technovisions
^Hitting the Bricks
Though the ceramic engineering de-
partment is one of the smallest in the Col
I
lege, its research is some of the broadest
and most important. At left, George Car-
son, senior in ceramic engineering, tests
material stength over time and high
tempierauires and then (far left) compiles
the data with a computer. Counterclock
wise from bottom left, data regarding the
materials is used for optical components
such as camera lenses, high temperature
components such as the space shuttle's
heat shield, building materials — concrete
and masonry — like those being used by
Janet Paluza. senior in civil engineering,
and electronic components like this board
from an Apple PC (photos by Peter Lei
and Mike Brooks, space shuttle photo bv
UPI. text by Mike Brooks).
Integrating
Technology and the
Third World
When developing technical solutions to Third
World problems, the engineer must go beyond
rotely applying textbook equations and consider
the sociological and cultural aspects of the situa-
tion.
IX'vclopment specialist Elizabeth
()' Kelly relates the stor>' of a mission to a
Village in a developing country. The mis-
sion was so disturbed by the conditions
that they decided to help the people there
by providing them with a piped water
supply. In due course the necessary piping
was sent out. but when the technicians
tbllowed to install it. they discovered that
it had been used to make benches for the
men's meeting house. There was no need,
the men said, for a piped water supply.
What would the women do aJl day if they
did not have to fetch and carr>' water?
Why the fuss about women? With
television images of the east African
famine affliction fresh in our minds, and
the strains of "We Are The World" still
ringing in our ears, we cannot ignore the
i3 of the world living under the burden
of poverty in the underdeveloped countries
of Africa. Asia, and South America. Yet
no one in these societies is affected to so
great a degree as the woman. Her role is
the most prominent in food production
and pnx:essing and child care. In fact, a
report of the World Conference of the Un-
ited Nations Decade for Women noted
that: "While women represent 509^ of the
world adult population and one third of
the official labor force, they perform near-
ly two thirds of all working hours, receive
only one tenth of the world income and
own less than one percent of world prop-
erty."
This reality is most acute for the
woman in the typical rural Third World
village. Consequently, any development
for the poor which ignores the woman's
role in acceptance and application of new
technologies will be less effective.
What kind of technology are we talk-
ing about? Certainly not VCR's. micro-
10
At left, natives in
Kenya use the river as
a means of gathering
water as well as
medium for exchang-
ing information (photo
by Stephen Tongue).
wave ovens, or curling irons. To meet
basic human needs such as food, shelter,
health, and water, one applies basic tech-
nologies. These are often referred to as
"appropriate technologies." They contrast
with the high tech. capital intensive
answer to a technical problem we are
accustomed to. Appropriate technologies
reach those who daily struggle as subsist-
ence farmers far from the reach of elec-
trical grids, sewer systems, or micro-
computers. The introduction of impro\ed
efficient wood burning stoves, small scale
oil extractor/processors for local nut crops,
and biogas generators are examples of
Stephen Tongue
appropriate technologies.
When faced with a problem, the en-
gineer must consider the system: first de-
fining it and then analyzing variables
which may affect perfomiance in light of
basic physical laws. The engineer who
attempts to tackle the problem of poverty
with technical solutions must then contend
with less concrete and often elusive vari-
ables such as culture, economics, politics.
and aesthetics. The challenge, therefore, is
multifaceted. Beyond insuring the technic-
al integrity of a design, the engineer must
determine whether or not the technology
will be affordable by the rural woman
with a typically small income, if it can
withstand the rigours of humid, hot tropic-
al environments, if the proper infrastruc-
ture of spare parts, knowledgable mecha-
nics and properly educated users exists,
and whether it will fit into the established
daily patterns, traditions, and way of life.
In Siaya District of Nyanza, Kenya, a
young engineer attempted to introduce a
more efficient "kendo mar chwotho"
(cooking stove) among the Luo people.
He worked nearly six months developing
the stove from a basic design of British
origin. Later, while visiting one of the
thatched hut kitchens, he discovered a tra-
ditional stove built by the elders of the
tribe which offered nearly the same
advantages as the foreign import. This tra-
ditional model was "lost" when primary
schools began drawing girls away to leam
math and history at ages traditionally de-
voted to basic home skills such as this
stove. It is helpful to consider such "case
studies" from those experienced on the
field in order to glean a proper perspec-
tive.
Mary Keith, assistant professor of
foods and nutrition, put her chemistr>'
education background to the practical test
in Paraguay, South America where she
served five years as a Peace Corps volun-
teer. Her work in technical and agricultu-
ral development centered on the rural
woman. From her experience she related
an example in which well meaning volun-
teers built a sanitary water system where
women could collect water and wash.
What the engineers neglected was that
washing was one of the few times of the
day the women could meet socially to ex-
change news. The water system outlets
were spread out and did not allow such
congregation. Soon it was rejected by the
women for the less sanitary but more
"hospitable" river.
When solving problems In Third World countries,
engineers should not overlook existing solutions
such as this traditional Kenyan stove (photo by
Stephen Tongue).
In another example, wells were pro-
vided for a village with keys and training
given to the men, thereby limiting access
by the women whose task it was to col-
lect the water. Since the men had little at
stake, maintenence of the wells was
ignored and many became inoperable.
Once training and access to the technolo-
gy was given to the women, the wells
were used and maintained to their fullest
since the women had a vested interest in
them.
The challenge to engineers involved
in such projects is to develop sociological
and anthropological sensitivities to culture.
Moreover, the engineer must develop and
implement the technology with the help of
the local people who will in the end de-
cide its acceptance or rejection. Most im-
portant, is recognizing the need for ba-
lanced technical development towards
women, resisting the tendency to work
only with the men because of the power
and visiblity which they enjoy in tradition-
al societies.
For example, if tractors are to be in-
troduced for men to use for ploughing and
planting (traditionally male roles in many
societies), equal technical resources should
go to the women who must cultivate and
harvest the resulting larger crops with the
same limited traditional hoe. Keith ex-
plains: "It is ironic that we are just now
discovering that to improve the overall de-
velopment of a country, we cannot ignore
50% of the population who are women
and whose well-being directly affects the
next generation.
On the shores of Lake Victoria,
among the African Luo people who popu-
late the rolling hills, a typical young
woman, Akinyi. wakes to another day of
tasks for survival. But unlike most others,
Akinyi has begun to reap the benefits of
small scale technologies conceived with
the guidance of herself and other women
in coordination with American volunteers.
With a new protected well nearby, she no
longer has to walk 3 or 4 miles to coUect
water. Much of the harvest normally lost
to insects or spoilage is protected and pre-
served in improved crop storage systems.
A low cost, locally made plow design
allows the family to plant quickly when
the rains start. With the extra time now,
her husband has learned to make water
tanks and earns an income with this skill.
Akinyi has time to attend classes now and
soon will be a certified village health
worker, educating her peers in health and
nutrition. With the vision that such be-
nefits may reach others, the development
engineer meets the challenge with
appropriate technical solutions combined
with sensitivity to the women whose sur-
vival and improvement depend on it.
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Technovations
A Graphing Calculator
Finally, a calculator has appeared on
the market that makes all those Math 120
problems a piece of cake.
The obvious difference between the
Casio FX-7000G and other scientific cal-
culators is its large 2.17" x 1.5" (94 by
64 dots) liquid crystal display which not
only displays numbers but also graphs of
functions. The calculator can graph one or
more functions at the same time and can
form a combined graph of several diffe-
rent equations. With the touch of a few
buttons, the user can find absolute and re-
lative maxima and minima, as well as the
points of intersection of different func-
tions.
Casio also claims that the calculator
is four times as fast as conventional calcu-
lators. All these features, according to
Casio, make it "the ultimate problem
solver."
A Computer That Understands
AT&T has developed an ex-
perimental computer system that under-
stands plain English and remembers new
words as it goes along.
The Transportable English Language
Interface (TELO answers questions that
are entered in English at the keyboard. If
it doesn't understand a word that is typed
in, it will ask the user about the meaning
and the grammatical use of the word. If
the user defines the word in terms of
other words already in the computer's
vocabulary, the computer then "under-
stands" the word. A new word has to be
in the computer's area of knowledge,
though. A computer that is programmed
to know all about animals would have a
hard time understanding "car" or
"house".
Because it can be used by a compu-
ter illiterate or by a computer scientist, the
system will undoubtedly find many ap-
plications.
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A potential llfesaver for Math 120 students Is the
Casio FX-7000G Calculator, which Is capable of
graphing functions.
Supercomputers and Groundwater
The new Universitv sujjercomputer is
being put to varied uses. Albert J. Voloc-
chi, professor of civil engineering, is us-
ing the machine to mathematically simu-
late the natural processes leading to
groundwater pollution.
Research of this process in the field
would take years to produce significant re-
sults. By feeding a computer certain
assumptions about what hapf)ens when
contaminants creep through the soil, one
can determine what happens in real life.
The mathematical processes involved are
so complex though, that a supercomputer
is needed to solve problems efficiently.
Previous computers have only been able
to use two dimensional models, but using
a suf)ercomputer will enable more accu-
rate three-dimensional models to be made.
Looking Into Your Heart
Using depth-resolved magnetic reso-
nance (MR) spectroscopy. Dr. Paul Bot-
tomley, a physicist at the General Electric
Research and Developement center in
Schenectady, NY, can chemically analyze
a living human heart.
Using powerful magnetic fields,
radio waves and computers, MR spectros-
copy detects the quantities of certain che-
micals in the human body. A related tech-
nology, MR imaging, is currently being
used to take pictures of internal organs
and determine their chemical composition.
MR spectroscopy uses a five-ton su-
perconducting magnet to produce a very
high (1.5 Tesla) magnetic field. Scientists
used to believe that at this huge a field
could not yield good results. The perform-
ance of the GE system, though, disproved
this misconception. The system functions
by actually making the atomic nuclei of
different chemicals in the body vibrate in
different patterns.
Levels of certain chemicals in the
heart flucuiate with the health of the
organ. Until now. these levels went unde-
tected. Dr. Bottomley has devised a tech-
nique to isolate resonance signals coming
from the heart from those coming from
other tissues. He can then check the levels
of the chemicals present and make a di-
agnosis of the heart's condition.
The integration of advanced technol-
ogy in physics, electronics, and computer
science have put another tool at the dis-
posal of diagnostic medicine.
Bob Janssens
Weather continued from page 7
^ The system has the abihty to obser\'e
turbulence invisible by other means. By
analyzing changes in backscattered radia-
tion caused by differences in the radio re-
fractive index, wind speeds and directions
can be determined over a large area.
A more specialized extension of this
idea is now in use at a number of major
airports around the world. This involves
the use of doppler radars to search for
wind shear, which is the term for the sud-
den violent changes in wind direction and
velocity caused by strong downdrafts from
thunderstorms. Wind shear has been
blamed for numerous air crashes, usually
during take-off and landing when it may
be impossible to make a correction. The
ability of the doppler radar to identify
quickly the size, strength, and direction of
such downburst cells allows the guiding
of aircraft away from such hazards, and
should allow safer operation of air trans-
port in poor weather.
Scientists do not just rely on radar
waves to make measurements. Micro-
waves and infrared waves are also main-
stays of current metereology. By studying
the emissions of microwaves and infrared
rays from clouds, meteorologists are able
to determine the temperamre of the clouds
and make better storm predictions.
Instruments for detecting both kinds
of radiation can be found on the Tiros
series of satellites. Microwaves analyzed
by the satellite can be used to determine
cloud-top temperatures to within 1.5 de-
grees Celsius.
The resolution offered by current in-
frared radiometry instruments on satellites
is fully capable of producing images of
the Earth in various wavelengths of in-
terest. This capability allows nighttime
I pictures of cloud formations to be
* obtained and to determine wind speeds by
tracking these formations.
In addition to studying infrared light,
^ the visible spectrum is not ignored. Lidar,
M' or Light Detection And Ranging, is hatch-
ing a broad new field of developing tech-
nologies in weather sensing. The uses of
the laser in the field are vast and the ap-
plications numerous. Thus, we will res-
trict ourselves to some of the more impor-
tant ones.
Lidar velocimetry is a proposed sys-
tem to obtain profiles of wind speed by
measuring the doppler shift of backscat-
tered laser light from aerosols suspended
in the atmosphere. Such a system should
allow estimates of wind speeds from the
surface to 25 km altitude. A proposed
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admi-
nistration (NOAA) satellite called Windsat
would do just that. One problem must be
solved before this system can be fully im-
plemented. Currently backscattered laser
light is very difficult to detect with the
normal bright backround of atmospheric
scattering. The solution of this problem is
one crucial to all methods of lidar sensing
and one which makes this technology
such an engineering challenge.
Lidar could also be used for other
purposes. Cloud heights and composition
would be obtainable, as would pressure
and temperature data.
Finally, lidar techniques will be able
to measure concentrations of trace consti-
ments of the atmosphere. Using tunable
lasers made of organic dyes such as rho-
damine, concentrations of ozone, OH
radicals, NO2, water vapor and other
compounds such as fluorocarbons can be
made.
A related method stimulates various
atoms or molecules with laser light, caus-
ing them to fluoresce. The sodium layer
at 80-1 10 km is of interest to atmospheric
scientists because of the information it can
provide about extreme upper atmosphere
temperatures and winds. Experiments to
make such measurements have been per-
formed here at the University by a group
led by C.F. Sechrist, professor of electric-
al engineering. The group was able to get
good information with the lidar system on
the fluctuations in the density and altitude
of sodium atoms over time. The ability of
lidar systems to provide this type of data
for such a large volume of atmosphere
makes them extremely attractive for furth-
er development.
What of the future? Remote sensing
technology continues to advance and to
ofjen up new possibilities for gathering
different kinds of information about the
atmosphere. The increasing accuracy and
diversity of these data can only provide a
better understanding of the weather and
hopefully lead to even better forecasting
of its continual course around the
E^arth.
From page 2
Tech Teaser Answers
la. A = 6, B = 5
b. A = 0, B = 5
2. Draw line MA. Then draw a line
through the midpoint of side CB parallel
to MA. Label the point of this line's in-
tersection with side AC of the triangle N.
Then line MN divides the triangle into
two shapes of equal area.
3. The number is 3" x 2'.
4. Tie a 14.5 meter rope to one bull,
through the two rings and to the other
bull. They will still be able to graze cor-
ners but will never be closer to each other
than 1/2 meter.
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Setting the Curve
for Engineering Education
We complain about It
to our classmates, yet
we take pride In Its In-
creasing national
prominence. Just how
good is the under-
graduate engineering
program? To make a
truly accurate assess-
ment of Its quality, we
must look from the
outside In.
Most University students know what
Tom Cruise is talking about in "Risky
Hiisnuss" when he says. "Well, it looks
like the University of Illinois." For many
students, this is a "safety" sehool: either
they were not aeeepted to their first ehoiee
sehix>l. or eould not afford it. But for
others, like Phix;he Slaughter, "I've al-
ways had my heart set on the U. of I. be-
eause of the engineenng programs." First
ehoiee sehixil or not. what exaetly is the
undergraduate engineering eollege at the
University like?
"It"s very eompetitive." says Lesley
Ix"e. sophomore in meehanieal engineer-
ing. "When my high sehool eounselor
told me it would be tough beeause every-
one was in the top I0'7r of their high
sehcK)! elass, 1 didn't believe him. but it's
true."
It is true, in the past years the Col-
lege has attraeted an inereasingly quiilitled
freshman class. Since 1980. the median
ACT comptisite score for incoming stu-
dents has risen from 28 to .^0. Likewise,
the median high schexil percentile rank
has jumped from the 95th to the 97th per-
centile. As a group, the incoming fresh-
men are as qualified as any other national-
Iv. Even at such schmils as Stanford and
Median SAT Scores of Entering Freshmen in Engineering
"Sane aiiucncd lu'iii mcdi.m .\CT o[ M) «hich iv equivalent lo S.-\T >core> ranginb! Irom I260-1,HX)
^"Nii median fiyuie a\ailable. The inajunlN ol siiidenis aeeepted had scores rangins; from I2(X)-I380.
Sources: L'niveisilies' resfiective plaeemem olficev
Berkeley, the median SAT scores are 620
verbal. 670 math and 532 verbal. 607
math, respectively.
While our students are comparable to
those anywhere, the student to faculty
ratio for the eollege is not. Especially at
private schcxils. the student-faculty ratio is
much lower than the 13 to 1 ratio found
at the University. Students here may find
them.selves in classes with 50-70 people.
Granted, many introductory courses are
large lectures, but these numbers represent
some 200 level classes as well. Frustration
results. Students complain it is difficult to
meet other students in their major. Educa-
tion gained from student-faculty relations
and peer interactions is often lost. As one
professor stated, "Class sizes are ridicu-
lous."
The department heads and the col-
lege deans recognize this and are taking
action. One objective is to accept fewer
students into the engineering college. Last
year, 200 more students matriculated than
were projected. Another plan is to add te-
nured faculty members. In the electrical
engineering department alone, ten new
professors and their supporting staff will
be hired by 1990 for an increase of Wvc.
In spite of the large demand for new
faculty, only excellent candidates will be
14 Che y I D a n k e
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considered. The department heads who
are in charge of hiring look for quality'.
Teaching and research abilities are most
important. Other factors include publica-
tions, a good reputation in the field, and
ties with industry.
Not only will these new professors
ease the overload, but they will also bring
fresh perspectives from industry to the
College. Eventually, this means money
too. When industries perceive a college to
be at the forefront of a field, they will
pour funds and equipment in to support
research efforts. In terms of undergraduate
education, this guarantees the equipment
used in labs will be up to date and at in-
dustry standards. This is necessary to ade-
quately prepare students for jobs in the
'real world."
To update facilities, the state has
given the College money under the En-
gineering Revitilization Program. While
this helps, much more money is needed to
run the school. To fill the gap. the Col-
lege obtains funding from the private sec-
tor. As Professor Trick, head of the elec-
trical and computer engineering depart-
ment says. "We would have next to no-
thing without our industrial friends." In
fact, with $42,849,000 budgeted for re-
search at the college, that ranks us
nationally behind only MIT
($60,440,874). Other schools with
budgets between 25 and 40 million dollars
include Stanford. Cornell, and Berkeley.
High rankings are impressive but
what about the quality of undergraduate
education? "I feel like I'm getting really
well prepared." Lee states. Generally,
classes are good, although a common stu-
dent complaint is that some teaching assis-
tants lack teaching and/or communication
skills. All agree, however, that teaching
assistants have good knowledge of their
subjects. "My G.E. T.A. is great!" re-
marks one student.
Consistent quality is found in tech-
nical electives. To insure continuing ex-
cellence in these high level specialization
courses, the administration and the faculty
make a concerted effort to keep classes
small. This seems to work well as these
classes are the culmination of a students'
undergraduate program.
First rate education extends beyond
the engineenng college at the University.
An engineering student fulfilling humani-
ties and social science requirements will
find nationally ranked departments in
nearly every field. This gives students a
chance to broaden perspectives beyond
technology. With the nationally growing
problem of communication between scien-
ce and society, these are truly valuable
perspectives for an engineer to have.
Education, however, does not have
to stop with required classes at the Uni-
versity. For those who choose to become
involved, a myriad of other campus acti-
vities and student societies abound. En-
gineering Open House alone sets the stage
for countless possibilities. For students
with initiative, there are also research
opportunities. Unfortunately, say profes-
sors, there is no organized program to get
students involved. At schools such as
MIT where programs have been im-
plemented, as many as two-thirds of the
undergraduates participate in research acti-
vities at some point in their education. As
bio/electrical engineering assistant profes-
sor Bmce Wheeler comments. "Students
who do not venture out of the classroom
to see the research activities miss half of
the University's activities and much of the
novel and unique things that make us spe-
cial.
Regardless of whether or not they do
research, engineering graduates come out
well prepared. This is best indicated by
the number of companies that conduct on-
campus interviews. Almost every major
corporation that recruits engineering stu-
dents has the University on their list, and
graduates are hired quickly. As of July
23, 1985, only 7.5% of all B.S. engineer-
ing students who graduated in May '85
were still available, 56.7<7c were em-
ployed, 6.4% were undecided, 8.2% were
involved in miscellaneous activities and
21.2% continued on to graduate school.
What is it that makes graduates spe-
cial? As one professor speculates,
"They're not all eggheads or have their
heads in the clouds. They have good
American values wih a strong midwest,
farm work ethic." From the perspective
of industry, Robert Brewer, University
Relations Team Coordinator for General
Motors says, "They're smarter (or else
they wouldn't make it at the U. of 1.) and
well founded in engineering. They're
bright, capable people." With this kind of
positive response from industry, it is ob-
vious that the College is doing a com-
mendable job.
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Army Lab Signs $8 Million Contract
On (Xti)bcr 17th the U.S. Amiy
Construction Engineering Research
Laboratory (USA-CLRL) awarded $« niil-
hon in task order contracts to the Uni-
versity.
In the past the laboratory usually
would sign a separate contract every time
It needed the University's ccx)peration.
lliis new contract allows the Anny lab to
ask the University scientists and engineers
to do research whenever it is needed.
"Task order contracts m;ike transferring
tunds to an organization lor government
research much easier than before,"'
according to Colonel Paul J. Theuer.
commander and director ol USA-CHRL.
Since the USA-CHRL program is growing
rapidly, it is important to m;ike contract-
ing out work easier.
Tlie laboratory , as one of the re-
sciirch and development facilities of the
Corps of Engineers, conducts research in
construction related ;ireas. It gave out a
total of $.^2 tnillion in task order contracts
to ten research institutions. The Universi-
ty's share of $8 million was kirger than
that of any other institution.
Students Named AT&T Scholars
.\ 1 & r loundalion has auitrded two
o\ its 1985 AT&T Bell Labiiratones Scho-
larships to Ph.D. candidates in the Col-
lege. The aw;irds went tii Marc C. F(Xite,
a student in physics, and David Overhaus-
er, a student in electrical engineering.
Ilie schoku-ships consist o\ n stipend,
tuition, and funds for books and confer-
ence attendance. Tlie students will also be
given the opportunity to work at one of
Bell Labs' kxations during the summer.
ITiese scholarships will provide "the stu-
dents with incentives and opportunities for
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continuing with advanced studies," said
C. Kumar N. Patel, executive director of
Research, Physics and Academic Affairs
at Bell Labs.
The scholars were chosen from lists
of students submitted by the department
heads of p;irticipating universities. This
year's twenty-six award winners included
students in computer science, chemistry,
electrical engineering, materials science,
and physics at fourteen difterent universi-
ties.
More Equipment Donations
The University received two more
substantial donations of equipment in
October.
The National Center for Supercom-
puting Applications received almost
.S2(K),(K)0 worth of computer equipment
from Apple Computer Inc. and Sun Mic-
rosystems Inc. Apple donated twenty-five
Macintosh computers along with external
disk drives, printers, memory boards,
manuals, and softw;ire. Sun Microsystems
gave two advanced 32-bit workstations
and a 72-megabyte hard disk drive. All of
the equipment is intended to be linked to
the center's new Cray X-MP supercompu-
ter. According to NCSA scientist Steven
Christensen, the equipment is not only
destined for advanced research work.
"Everybixly will be using these machines,
including administrators, staff, scientists,
and graduate and undergraduate stu-
dents." he claimed.
Meanwhile, the Cixirdinated Science
Laboratory (CSL) received a $650,000
computer system from Gould, Inc. The
Gould 9050 system is a high performance
super-minicomputer. Timothy Trick, the
head of CSL. said that the system,
through a netu ork of computer worksta-
tions, will be used by both faculty and
graduate students for computer engineer-
ing related research. "This gift will sub-
st;intially increase the computing power
available to our faculty and graduate snj-
denls in this importiuit area of research,"
he indicated.
Tlie last year has seen an increase in
donations to the College, keeping it up in
the ranks with the best in the nation.
Distinguished Alumni
The Electrical and Computer En-
gineering Association recently presented
three distinguished alumni with awards.
They selected the following people to re-
ceive the honor. Alfred Y. Cho, a gradu-
ate of the bachelor's (I960), master's
('61), and doctorate ("68) programs, is
head of the Electronics and Phototronics
Research Department of AT&T Bell
Laboratories in Murray Hill, NJ. Donald
J. Stuckel, who earned his master's de-
gree here in 1962, is a brigadier general
and commander of the Air Force Contract
Management at Kirtland Air Force Base
in New Mexico. Finally, Michael G.
Tomasic, who has a Bachelor's degree
('66) from the University, is the chief
operating officer of Kurzweil Applied In-
telligence, Inc. in Waltham, Mass. The
three were selected "on the basis of their
accomplishments since they've received
their degrees,"" indicated an Association
spokesperson.
New Department Heads
Quite a few new department heads in
the college were named recently. Norman
C. Peterson from Argonne National
Laboratory replaced the retiring Charles
A. Wert as head of metallurgy and min-
ing engineering. Shee-Mang Yen took
over from Harry Hilton at aeronautical
and astronautical engineering. Timothy
Trick, already director of the Coordinated
Science Laboratory, also took over the
rudder of electrical and computer en-
gineering. Finally, Roscoe L. Pershing
came over from Deere & Co. to assume
the position of head of agricultural en-
gineering.
Bob Jaiissens
Tech Profiles
. a
Kyekyoon (Kevin) Kim. professor of electrical and com-
puter engineering, nuclear engineering, and mechanical engineer-
ing received his B.S. in Nuclear Engineering from the Seoul
National University' of Korea. He attended Cornell University,
where he earned a M.S. in Nuclear Science and a Ph.D. in Ap-
plied Physics.
Kim came to the University in 1972 to do pxjst-doctoral
work and then joined the faculty in 1976. As the director of the
Fusion Technology/Charged Particle Research Laboratory, he is
involved in several research projects. These include the develop-
ment of short-wavelength, high-power lasers using dense plasma
focus, investigating charged particles and controlled thermonuc-
lear fusion, and researching plasma engineering and physics.
Kim is also pursuing research in cryogenic laser fusion targets.
electrohydrodynamics. and a combustion-fuel injection system.
In addition to his many research projects. Kim also does
consulting for the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, the
Universities Space Research Association of NASA, and the
Laboratory for Laser Energetics at the University of Rochester.
He is also involved in many professional societies. Currently he
is the chairman of the ICF Targets Group, a division of the
NASA Electric Field Positioning Science Working Group. Kim
is also the chairman of one of the committees of the American
Vacuum Soceity in the Fusion Technology Division.
Although Kim is kept busy with all his research activity, he
still finds time to teach at least one class a semester. Currently,
he is lecturing EE 260. He has also taught classes in electro-
magnetics and solid state electronics. Kim says he enjoys
teaching, even though most of his time is spent doing research.
Cherxl Smith
Relva C. Buchanan, professor of ceramic engineering at
the University does not actually design pottery and porcelain, as
many ma\ be led to belie\e by his title. Rather, he works in the
field of "high tech" ceramics. These exotic materials, synthe-
sized from less elegant constituents such as impure ores and
sands, are present in hidden component fomi in such popular de-
vices as stereo speakers, television sets, digital watches, and per-
sonal computers.
Bom in Jamaica. Buchanan began his higher education in
the field of chemistry at the University of the West Indies. Sixin
thereafter, he joumeyed to England w here he learned the science
of glass blowing at the University of Bimiingham and Imperial
College. He received his B.S. in glass technology from Alfred
University and a D.Sc. from MIT in ceramic science with a
minor in metallurgy.
After nine years of working in research and development
for IBM. Buchanan joined the staff of the University in 1974.
Presently, he is personally involved in research that delves into
the preparation and development of \ital electrical ceramics.
Emphasis has been placed on the strength, purity, and properties
of these materials. When he is not in his laboratory, the profes-
sor can be found teaching Ceramic Engineering 201 (Crystal
chemistry) and Ceramic Engineering 340 (Electrical Ceramics)
In addition to being known among the relatively small cera-
mic engineering department of the University. Professor Bucha-
nan enjoys recognition on a greater scale. A past Chaimian of
the Electronics Division and Fellow of the American Ceramics
Society. Buchanan possesses several patents and has published
extensively in the field. In fact, he is currently writing a bixik.
Ceramic Materials for Electronics, which should be available by
May, 1986. Moreover, he is a member of the American Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science and the International
Society for Hybrid Microelectronics.
Scott Brun
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